Ascending pathways of skin and deep information projecting to the ventral posterior lateral nucleus of thalamus in the cat
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Abstract

In acupuncture, the typical sensation induced by insertion of a needle into the muscle that called "De Qi" is essential to induce acupuncture analgesia. The effect of acupuncture analgesia may depend on the deep afferents rather than to the cutaneous ones at the acupuncture point. The ascending pathways conveying these skin and deep afferents project to the ventral posterior lateral nucleus (VPL) of thalamus, one of the thalamic relay nuclei projected to the cerebral cortex, were examined by spinal cord lesion at the cervical level with observation of the responses evoked by electrical stimulation applied selectively to the skin and deep tissues.

Neuronal discharges were recorded extracellularly from the VPL using the multimicroelectrode technique. After spontaneous neuronal activities were recorded, the receptive fields and characteristics were determined by applying some kinds of mechanical stimulation to the receptive field. The skin and deep structures were then selectively stimulated using a pair of stainless steel needles and insulated needles except for tips. Units were classified for skin units, deep units, and skin-deep units according to the responses to the electrical stimulation. Responses were elicited in some neurons following to both skin and deep stimuli. The latency of response elicited by electrical stimulation applied to the deep structure was slightly shorter than that of the skin structure. The recording sites for deep units were located more rostrally in the dorsal region of the VPL than that for the skin units.

The afferents of some skin-deep neurons from both skin and deep structures were ascended through different pathways in the spinal cord. The skin and deep afferents were found to converge at the thalamic level.
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Introduction

Analgesic effects of acupuncture has been concerned with the modification in transmission of pain signal. The effective acupuncture analgesia requires a subjective sensation of the patient produced locally at the point of needling[1]. When the needle is inserted to a given depth under the skin, the patient may have a feeling of soreness, distention, heaviness or numbness, called "De Qi"[2]. This typical sensation by acupuncture is mediated afferently through the nervous system and the analgesic effect of acupuncture is related
to the deep afferents rather than to the cutaneous ones. Chang indicated that pinching of the Achilles tendon significantly inhibited the pain responses of neurons in the central lateral nucleus (CL) by electrical noxious stimulation applying to the peroneal nerve.

Various stimulating techniques have been utilized for activating various types of afferent fibers. Hashimoto and Aikawa demonstrated that the inhibitory effect of manual acupuncture varied depending on the stimulated tissue at the acupuncture point, and they suggested the importance of increased activity of the muscle afferents. Afferents are activated by needle manipulation and by electrical stimulation. The needle manipulation effects on receptors and afferents only in a limited region at the site of needling whereas electrical stimulation may activate receptors in much larger area.

The effect of acupuncture analgesia varied depending on the peripheral structure and receptors stimulated, whereas the ascending pathways through the spinal cord remains unclear. The present study was performed to confirm the ascending pathways mediating information from skin and deep tissues to one of the thalamic relay nuclei, ventral posterior lateral nucleus (VPL), with the electrical stimulation technique applying selectively to the skin and deep structures.

Methods

Experiments were performed on 13 adult cats (2.4-4.6 kg) anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (30-35 mg/kg, i.p.), immobilized with pancuronium bromide (0.3 mg/kg/h, i.v.) and artificially ventilated. Unitary discharges in the VPL were recorded extracellularly using the multimicroelectrode system that consists of four platinum-cobalt (Pt-Co) alloy microelectrodes. Multimicroelectrodes were inserted vertically through intact cortex to thalamus using the modified "closed head" technique. The site and size of receptive fields (Rfs) and the response properties of neurons were determined by mechanical stimulation such as bending hair with an air-puff, tapping the skin and/or pressing with a small rod, pinching the skin by forceps and joint movement.

Electrical stimulation was applied to the Rf through a pair of stainless steel needles (Ø0.30 mm, 25 mm) or insulated needles with lacquer except for tips. To stimulate only the skin, uninsulated needles were used to insert only into the cutaneous surface. Deep structure such as muscle was stimulated by insulated needles that inserted into the muscle. Rectangular pulses of 0.1 ms duration with at twice the response threshold were used. Recordings of unitary discharges were amplified and continuously monitored on an oscilloscope, stored on magnetic tape and analyzed using a medical computer (ATAC-450, Nihon Kohden) for constructing post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs).

After laminectomy was performed to expose the C3-C5 segments of the spinal cord, the cervical cord was sectioned with a scalpel in order to determine the ascending pathways of both from skin and deep structure. First, a dorsal column lesion was performed with a scalpel and a dorsal quadrant ipsilateral to the Rf was severed above the first lesion. Then, hemisection ipsilateral and contralateral to the Rf were performed successively above the prior sectioning.

At the end of the experiment, the recording sites were marked by passing currents through the recording microelectrodes. The animals were sacrificed by an overdose intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbital and perfused by 10% formalin. The brain and cervical spinal cord were removed and placed in formalin. After at least one week, the brain was frozen and cut into serial 40 μm thick slices in frontal plane with a freezing microtome and stained with cresyl...
violet.
Spinal cord blocks containing lesions were embedded in paraffin, serially sectioned in 10 μm thick slices with a microtome and stained with cresyl violet. Recording sites and extension of spinal lesion were verified histologically.

Results
The present results are obtained from the 30 VPL units. Each unit was classified according to a response type. Units were divided into three categories; low-threshold mechanoreceptive (LTM) units were maximally driven by innocuous cutaneous stimuli (bending hair and/or tapping); wide dynamic range (WDR) units responded to both innocuous and noxious cutaneous stimuli, but with an increase in firing rate to higher-intensity stimuli; deep (DP) units responded to
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**Fig.1** Responses of VPL neurons to mechanical stimulation applied to the receptive fields
The sequential histograms on the left side represent responses of the units to mechanical stimulation of the skin and deep structures in the receptive fields. Stimuli used included bending hair with an air puff (Hair), tapping with a small rod (Tap), pinching the skin by forceps (Pinch), and joint movement (Joint). Shaded areas in drawings on the right side represent the receptive fields (a, b and c). Arrow indicates effective direction. Horizontal bars under histograms indicate the period of application of each stimulation. A : low-threshold mechanoreceptive (LTM) neuron. B : wide dynamic range (WDR) neuron. C : deep (DP) neuron.
pressing and joint movement. Classification of the 30 units with responses characteristics was 15 LTM, 5 WDR, and 10 DP units. Sequential histograms for each response type are shown in Figure 1.

When restricted electrical stimulation was independently applied to the skin and deep structures, units were also divided into three groups by appearance of responses to electrical stimulation applied to either skin or deep structure; skin units responded only to skin stimulation; deep units responded only to stimulation applied to the deep structure as muscle; skin-deep units exhibited responses to stimulation to both the skin and deep structures. Four units (2 LTM, 1 WDR, and 1 DP unit) were
classified as skin-deep units (Fig. 2). The latency of the response to electrical stimulation of the skin was 2.0 ms longer than the deep response in the same cell (Fig. 2C). The latency of the response to deep stimulation of 4 skin-deep units had a same or slightly shorter than that of the responses to skin stimulation (Table 1).

By selectively severing the spinal cord at the cervical level, the pathways conveying inputs onto the VPL neurons were examined. Initially, the Rf was stimulated by an electrical pulse. After the dorsal column ipsilateral to the Rf was severed, the deep response disappeared (Fig. 3 Lesion 4). The skin response ceased after severing the ventral quadrant (Fig. 3 Lesion 6). The responses evoked by skin and deep signals appear to ascend through different regions of the cervical cord.

![Fig. 3 Effects of spinal cord lesion at C3 level on responses of VPL units to selective stimulation of skin and deep structures](image)

A : cord sections show lesions made prior to post stimulus time histograms (PSTHs). Extent of new lesion is indicated by cross-hatched area. Darkened area show previous lesion. Responses to electrical stimulation applied to the skin (B) or deep structure (C) are shown in PSTHs. Triangles indicate point at which stimulation was applied to the skin and deep structure. Each PSTH represents average of 50 trials. Analysis time : 102.4 ms. Bin width : 0.8 ms. Vertical bar : 20 spikes. contra. : contralateral to the Rf. ipsi. : ipsilateral to the Rf.
The location of recording sites of 21 out of 30 units and the lesion area was represented in Figure 4. In the remaining 9 units, the unitary discharges were lost before a second lesion, and so the data of spinal lesion from these neurons were not included. Deep units were located more rostrally in the dorsal region of the VPL than the skin units (Fig. 4 A, B). In 2 out of 4 skin-deep units, the skin responses ceased after hemisection contralateral to Rf and the deep responses disappeared after the dorsal column was severed (Fig. 4 A, B). In the remaining 2 skin-deep units, both responses were abolished after the dorsal column sectioned. Thus, a part of the skin and deep signals appear to ascend through different pathways at the cervical level.

Discussion

The effect of acupuncture analgesia had been reported to depend on a typical sensation by insertion of a needle into muscle. Andersson described for the induction of analgesic effect by electroacupuncture that the activities in deep afferents were important in the pain-blocking mechanisms during sensory stimulation in human subjects. It has been suggested that the analgesic effect of acupuncture is related to the deep afferents rather than to the cutaneous ones.

In the present study, unitary discharges were recorded in VPL neurons that received information from skin and deep structures. VPL neurons were usually classified into LTM, WDR, and NS (nociceptive specific) neurons. The NS neurons responded only to noxious stimulation.
applied to peripheral Rfs were not observed in this study. To determine the Rf of a NS neuron, it is necessary to apply a strong stimulation such as pinching of the skin that left evidence of damage (cutaneous welt, or inflammation of the skin). We made an effort to keep minimal damage on the skin of animals. Innocuous stimulus was always tried before noxious stimulation was used. Then electrical stimulation was applied independently to the skin or deep structure. The electrical stimulation activates many receptors in the tissues stimulated.

In the case of skin-deep units, the latency of the skin response was slightly longer than that of the deep response (Fig. 2C). This suggests that the afferent fibers and the ascending pathways to the thalamic VPL differ between skin and deep structures, probably depending on the characteristics of the stimulated tissue. Andersson et al.9) reported that the latency of the thalamic potential in the cat VPL evoked by stimulation of group I muscle afferents was shorter than that of potentials evoked by skin afferents. Furthermore, Jones10) suggested that the latency of the superficial radial nerve response was slightly longer than that of the deep radial nerve although afferent volleys in the deep and superficial radial nerves of the monkey entered the nervous system at approximately the same time in the same thalamic cell. Similar findings were also observed for the cat thalamus.

In the present study, the response of VPL units to both skin and deep stimulation were observed in 4 units of 30 units. The convergence of skin and deep information on the cells has been previously reported in the central nervous system including the spinal cord11), dorsal column nuclei12), thalamus13), and cerebral cortex14). Ma et al.15) demonstrated in the electron microscopic study that the medial lemniscal from dorsal column nuclei and spinothalamic tract (STT) from spinal cord sometimes contact single ventrobasal neurons of the rat and thus converge at the thalamic level.

Following cordotomy at the cervical level, the deep responses may ascend through the dorsal column tract as well as the spinocervicothalamic tract passing through the dorsal quadrant of the spinal cord. The spinocervicothalamic tract transmits information from the skin16), muscle and joint afferents.

In four skin-deep units, deep responses disappeared after dorsal column lesion. Recently, it was suggested that the postsynaptic dorsal column pathways play an important role in visceral nociception17) and that both the postsynaptic dorsal column and spinothalamic pathways are converged at the thalamic level and that both pathways are related to the referred pain17). Although not all signals through the dorsal column are related to visceral nociception in present study, some may have a role concerned to referred sensation.

The deep responses disappeared after lesion of dorsal column, whereas the skin responses of the two skin-deep units disappeared by lesion of hemisection contralateral to the Rf (Fig. 4) and the latencies of deep responses of those units were shorter than that of skin responses (Table 1). It suggests that signals from skin may ascend through more complex pathways than that from deep structures. It is also suggested that both the dorsal column and spinothalamic pathways appear to converge on the same neuron at the thalamic level.

In contrast to deep input, skin input appears to pass through both sides of the ventrolateral region of the spinal cord. In general, the axon of a given STT neuron decussates and ascends in the ventral quadrant to one of several thalamic nuclei including the VPL nucleus via the brain stem18). However, Stevens et al.19) reported that the axon of the STT ascends in the dorsal region of the lateral funiculus of both the ipsilateral and
contralateral cord.

Present results suggest that the deep afferents ascending through the dorsal quadrant of the spinal cord may be more important to activate the pain inhibitory mechanisms. Neurons that receive both skin and deep tissue inputs were observed in the thalamic VL of cats. Cervical cordotomy confirmed that information from some peripheral receptors in both skin and deep structures ascend through several distinctive pathways in the spinal cord and project to the same thalamic neuron. Skin and deep inputs were seen to converge at the thalamic level in cats.
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ネコ視床後外側腹側核ニューロンへの
皮膚および深部構造よりの脊髄内伝導路
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要  旨

針刺激による鎮痛効果発現には刺激部位の皮膚組織よりも深部組織からの入力が関与していることが指摘されている。そこで、ネコ視床後外側腹側核（VPL）への皮膚および深部組織よりの求心性入力の投射経路について、皮膚および深部構造への選択的通電刺激による誘発反応を指標に検討した。一部のVPLニューロンは皮膚および深部構造よりの入力の収束が認められた。深部入力は脊髄背側部を上行し、皮膚入力は背側部および両側の腹外側部を上行することが頭髪レベルでの部分切除術により明らかになった。両入力を受けるVPLニューロンへの脊髄内上行性伝導路は一部で異なることから皮膚および深部入力は視床レベルでも収束していることが確認された。
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